Tutorship [B.Tech - M.Tech (Cat-A) Dual Degree Students]

A Category-A Dual Degree student who is getting stipend as a TA may be assigned tutorship (in lieu of TA ship) of a core/professional course in their 9th or 10th semesters in exceptional cases and only when,

- The student has volunteered to being a tutor
- The thesis supervisor of the student has not disagreed to the student being a tutor

A Category-A Dual Degree student desiring a tutorship should make a plain paper application (clearly indicating the course for which he/she wants to be the tutor) to the DUGC convener, duly forwarded by the thesis supervisor. A committee consisting of Head, DUGC Convener and another faculty member will decide on the tutorships to be awarded to Category-A Dual Degree students.

Category-A Dual Degree students who have been appointed as tutors will get some additional remuneration over and above the normal stipend.